Climate Migrants Flee Iraq’s Parched Rural South, but Cities Offer No Refuge
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Sep. 7, 2022: Basra – As hotter, more-crowded cities become a warming world’s future, Basra shows the perils of a lack of preparedness.
What Happens When the Land Dries Up?
The world is facing this question; Iraq is already learning the answers.
First the farmers and the fishermen try to stay.  Then, one by one, they reach their breaking point.  Migration starts slowly, but the exodus to towns and cities soon swells.  And as temperatures rise, so do tensions.
The United Nations describes Iraq as the 5th-most-vulnerable country to climate change.  Temperatures have increased by 1.8°C (3.2°F) in 3 decades, according to Berkeley Earth, well above the global average.  In the summers, the mercury now regularly hits 50°C (122°F).  The heat is burning crops and desiccating marshes.  As upstream dams in Turkey and Iran weaken the flows of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, a salty tide is creeping north from the Persian Gulf, poisoning the land — and the jobs it once created.
In Iraq, especially the south, the changing climate is forcing families to sell off their livestock and pack up for urban centers such as the region’s largest city, Basra, in search of jobs and better services.
But they find little welcome here.  When asked recently about the new arrivals, one Basra shopkeeper frowned in disapproval.  “We don’t get involved with those people,” he said.
Embedded in Basra’s troubles is a warning: as hotter, more-crowded cities become the future of a warming world, a lack of preparedness will only exacerbate the discontent already fraying the social fabric.
Basra was once one of Iraq’s jewels, a thriving trade hub where the 14th-century traveler Ibn Battuta observed: “No place on earth excels it in quantity of palm groves.” More recently, its freshwater canals and elegant walkways drew comparisons to Venice.
But decades of U.S.-backed sanctions and war, combined with the weight of corruption and neglect, have left Basra’s infrastructure unable to adequately support the 2 million people the city already houses — let alone the rising tide of newcomers.
Oil powers Iraq’s economy, and Basra is at the heart of where most of it is produced.  But little of that money seems to trickle down to its inhabitants.  Swaths of the city lack streetlights or paved roads.  In 2018, the water supply was so polluted that it became toxic.
According to official figures, Basra province has a population of over 3 million — an increase of at least 20% in 10 years.  Most of that growth has been in its urban areas.
Iraqi authorities have neither tried to connect a growing constellation of informal settlements in the cities to any service grid, nor taken meaningful steps to address the water mismanagement and scarcity that are causing the migration.
For longtime residents of the swelling cities, new arrivals often represent an extra strain on the already faltering infrastructure.  Politicians have seized on blaming “infiltrators” — rather than their own failures — for the mess.
Crumbling Crops, Drying Marshlands
Across rural sweeps of the south, families say their migration is existential; any chance of survival here is evaporating with the water.  In a survey by the Norwegian Refugee Council last year, nearly 40% of farmers across the country reported an almost total loss of their wheat crop.
With each passing summer, families try new things to buy a few more years on their land.  Abandoning one crop to focus on the survival of another, or last-ditch attempts to grow new ones altogether.  In the town of Abu al-Khaseeb on a recent day, Malik Ali Abdulkareem crumbled a husk from his beloved okra plants between his fingers, as he nodded toward a pile of metal carcasses on the river shore.
“These boats are how we’re making money now,” he said.  “We cut these up and we sell them as scrap, but the money …” he trailed off.  “Really, it’s nothing.  I have 16 people to feed.”
His sunburned arms had been further scorched by the cutting torch and one friend had lost a finger.  The men also knew that their supply of broken ships wasn’t endless.
Social media has been awash with photos showing water buffaloes lying dead on the cracked mudflats of southern Iraq’s dried-out marshlands, and Abu al-Khaseeb’s farm has been no exception.  Many here have lost animals.
“There’s no future here,” farmer Ammar Jassim Mohammed said in a tone more exasperated than his friend’s.  “Everyone is leaving.”
Life on the Edges
Accurate migration figures for the city of Basra are hard to come by, because in many ways, the newcomers live in the shadows: Their makeshift housing is built on parched land cut off from any water or electricity services, and aid groups say they are less likely to have access to the city’s schools or health infrastructure.
In one recent survey, researchers from the United Nations’ International Organization for Migration found that 12% of residents were newcomers who had settled in Basra over the past decade, mostly because of water scarcity and a lack of economic opportunities.  The number is even higher in other southern Iraqi cities, such as Shatrah and Amarah.
Although measures such as better irrigation management, a hydraulic dam and a water treatment plant have been proposed to alleviate the region’s water crisis, officials say there aren’t enough funds....
And as temperatures keep climbing, the flight from the countryside is only accelerating.  “The families bring blocks and plastic ceilings and then they build,” said Kadhim Atshan, who oversees Dour al-Qiyada, a sprawling shantytown in Basra city built by waves of migration.  “But then they find there aren’t jobs, there’s no services.  They have to rely on themselves.”
See original URL for more of the story.
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